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ABSTRACT
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) dataset, one of the largest astro-
nomical surveys, suffers from noise and missing information in some of the
image channels. This thesis implements two methods—the linear model and
the deep learning model—on 12,730 SDSS images for missing channel re-
construction. Specifically, for the linear model, linear regression and patch-
based regression are examined. For the deep learning model, the generative
adversarial networks (GANs) with U-Net are deployed in the experiment.
Several preprocessing techniques including normalization and cropping are
done before feeding the images into the model. The results indicate that
both methods can generate satisfactory results. In addition, there is a trade-
off between training speed and the accuracy. Specifically, the training of the
linear model is much faster than that of the GAN model, while the L1 loss of
the GAN model can achieve average 15.29 per image, which is much smaller
than the L1 loss of the linear model.
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The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [1] has created the most detailed
three-dimensional maps of the universe ever made, with deep multi-color im-
ages of one third of the sky, and spectra for more than three million astronom-
ical objects. However, due to the several interior and exterior reasons, such
as hardware of the imaging camera, data transmission, and sky brightness,
some of the galaxy images have artifacts, noise, or even missing channels,
which will lead to missing essential information for galaxies, as shown in Fig.
1.1.
Recently, machine learning has been one of the hottest topics in the image
processing and computer vision fields. The related products have solved
a lot of real-life problems in a surprisingly efficient manner. For example,
pedestrian and traffic sign detection have enabled autonomous cars to come
to the market [2, 3, 4], and facial recognition successfully allows people to
perform personal identification more securely and easily [5].
Apparently, machine learning could be a solution to retrieving the miss-
ing information from the SDSS image data. However, to date, there are
no previous studies which apply machine learning technologies to the recon-
struction of galaxy image data. Therefore, this thesis examines two potential
solutions: linear regression model and generative adversarial networks. We
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test them separately on a large dataset to predict the incomplete channel in
SDSS images. After that, we compare and contrast the results.
(a) Artifacts. (b) Noisy channel.
Figure 1.1: Common examples of artifacts and noise in SDSS images. (a)
shows that there is a straight line across the whole image, which is probably
caused by the camera or transmission error. In (b), compared with right
image, the left image has some noise around the galaxy, which may affect
the analysis of the galaxy or require extra work such as image denoising.
1.2 Related Work
Researchers started to used deep neural networks to solve the problem
over the years. For example, remote sensing images also suffer from the
missing-data problem. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a method using a unified
spatial-temporal-spectral deep convolutional neural network to reconstruct
the missing information for remote sensing images [6]. The idea is to use
temporal and spatial locality of the missing data since the remote sensing
data in the same region can be scanned multiple times. By utilizing the
temporal and spatial similarity, as well as the convolutional neural network,
the missing information of remote sensing images could be successfully re-
constructed.
Hyperspectral images [7], also called imaging spectroscopy, are 3D data
cubes. For every pixel, the image contains the light intensity for a large num-
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ber of contiguous spectral bands. Therefore, it contains richer information
than traditional RGB images. A SDSS image is an example of hyperspec-
tral image which contains five different channels (u, g, r, i, z) corresponding to
different wavelengths of spectral bands. Compared with traditional RGB im-
ages, multi-channel images are harder to reconstruct because there are more
correlations between different channels. Recently, many researchers start to
conduct research on the hyperspectral images [8, 9]. For example, researchers
at Stanford University proposed a deep learning method which uses a convo-
lutional autoencoder to learn a deep generative model for the reconstruction
of the compressive hyperspectral image [10]. The idea is to use a convolu-
tional neural network as an encoder. The network takes the hyperspectral
data cube as input and outputs an encoded version of the data cube. Then
there is another convolutional neural network as a decoder, which takes the
encoded data cube as input and outputs the reconstructed data cube.
Last year, my coworkers at the National Center for Supercomputing Ap-
plications (NCSA) Gravity Group of the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC) initially started to use deep learning methods on the
SDSS image data to cluster galaxies into different catalogs [11]. They used
unsupervised learning to successfully classify the galaxy images into elliptical
and spiral catalogs with 99.6% accuracy. This huge breakthrough inspires
this thesis that the deep learning model is powerful enough to deal with
galaxy images effectively. Therefore, we decided to dig into the SDSS image
for more possible applications.
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1.3 Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Image
The dataset used in this thesis is from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).
Specifically, we take the most recent survey eBOSS, which is a cosmological
survey of quasars and galaxies, also encompassing subprograms to survey
variable objects and X-Ray sources. The raw data was collected by an imag-
ing camera using an array of 30 SITe/Tektronix, 2048 × 2048 pixel, charge
coupled devices (CCDs) arranged in six columns of five CCDs each, aligned
with the pixel columns of the CCDs themselves. There are five filters—Red
(r), Infrared - 7600Å (i), Ultraviolet (u), Infrared - 9100Å (z), and Green
(g)—covering the five rows respectively. As shown in Table 1.1, the five fil-
ters are used to capture different wavelength ranges. In this thesis study,
we choose to remove channels u and z, only leaving channels i, r, and g to
perform the missing-data reconstruction, because according to the Fig. 1.2,
the response rates of the two corner channels u and z are below 0.1. It means
that the two channels do not contain much information about the galaxies;
in fact, they are just artifacts most of the time (Fig. 1.3). Because we lack
sufficient data for the two channels, we cannot reconstruct them. In addition,
if we use them for the other channels’ reconstruction, it may add more noise,
which will lead to a worse result for the reconstruction.
Table 1.1: Central wavelengths of SDSS five filters.







Figure 1.2: The SDSS-III camera filter throughput curves. The five curves
correspond to the central wavelengths of five filters u, g, r, i, z from left to
right. The figure is reproduced from
https://www.sdss.org/instruments/camera/.
1.4 Methods
As mentioned in Section 1.3, we only need to deal with filters g, i, and
z. Therefore, the problem can be simplified to learn a mapping function
f(X), which maps pixel values x1jk, x
2
jk of two different channels at same
pixel location (j, k) to a new pixel value ˆyj,k of the third channel at the same
location (j, k). The mapping function f(X) could be any function. Two
machine learning approaches are examined in this thesis: a linear regression
model and a deep learning model. For each method, different settings and
modifications are tested. The main purpose of choosing those two models is
that linear regression is the simplest version dealing with image channel re-
construction, while deep neural network is the most complicated version. By
comparing and contrasting the results of the two methods, we can general-
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Figure 1.3: Sample images of five channels of SDSS images. The order is
u, g, r, i, z from left to right.
ize the complexity of the mapping function f(X) between different channels,
i.e., whether it is closer to a linear transfer or a complex function with a lot
of parameters. As a reference, we could propose more possible approaches
to improve the performance until we find the most optimized reconstruction
function. In machine learning, the parameters in function f(X) are called
weights, represented by W. In order to get the parameters W of the function
f(X), optimization methods should be used. We want the predicted channel
image Ŷ to be as close as the real channel image Y, so essentially, we want
to find the parameters, or weights, in the equation
min
W
‖ Y − Ŷ ‖2 (1.1)
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1.4.1 Linear Model
Linear regression, which maps a set of data points to another set of data
points by estimating the regression function, is the most basic and commonly
used model in the machine learning field. In our problem, this model cal-
culates three parameters w0, w1, and w2 as weights for every pixel location,
where w0 is the intercept. The learned function f(X) is a linear combination
of the two image channels X1 and X2.
Ŷ = X ·W = w1 ·X1 + w2 ·X2 + w0 (1.2)
This technique is also known as interpolation, predicting unknown data
points using a discrete set of known data points, which is commonly used in
image processing to achieve the best approximation of a pixel’s intensity.
In this thesis, we implemented pixel-by-pixel regression first. Then con-
sidering the correlation of neighbor pixels, we tested the patch-by-patch re-
gression. The idea is that when predicting a pixel value at position (j, k),
instead of only using a single pixel at position (j, k), we use a neighborhood
patch of pixels centered at position (j, k). Multiple patch sizes are examined,
and the results are compared.
1.4.2 Deep Learning
Deep learning is a subbranch of machine learning inspired by the structure
and functionality of the human brain [12]. This technique has rapidly de-
veloped in recent years, involving in various scientific fields such as natural
language processing, speech recognition, computer vision, and bioinformatics.
The main structure in deep learning is called a neural network, containing
multiple layers. In each layer, there are multiple computing nodes which im-
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itate the neurons in the human brain to perform the computation. For each
layer, the neurons can perform very complex computations such as matrix
multiplication and convolution. Therefore, in this method, mapping function
f(x) could be a non-linear function.
In the deep learning field, there are several famous datasets which are
public to people for research use such as MNIST [13], ImageNet [14] and
Microsoft COCO [15]. Each year, a lot of researchers from all over the
world design and develop various deep learning models for multiple purposes
using those datasets. Specifically, for image classification, there are several
famous deep learning models such as VGG net [16], Inception net [17], and
DenseNet [18]. For object detection problem, there are other famous models
such as single shot multibox detector (SSD) [19], Mask R-CNN [20], and you
only look once (YOLO) [21]. Furthermore, deep learning plays a big role
in natural language processing. Sequential models such as recurrent neural
network [22] and long short-term memory (LSTM) [23] are commonly used
in speech recognition and language understanding.
In this thesis, we used generative adversarial networks (GAN) [24] as the
main model to reconstruct the missing channel. Different parameter settings
and their corresponding results are compared and discussed.
1.4.3 Notations
The notations used in this thesis are listed in Table 1.2. Notice that vectors
are represented in bold type, while pixels are represented with superscripts
and subscripts.
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Table 1.2: Notations used in this thesis.
Notation Meaning
X input image
Xi input image channel i
Y real output channel




xinjk pixel value at position (j, k) of channel i in n
th image
ynjk pixel value at position (j, k) of real output channel in n
th image
ˆynjk pixel value at position (j, k) of predicted output channel in n
th image
1.5 Results
We find that the deep learning model outperforms the linear model in
terms of both L1 loss and reconstructed image quality. This result matches
our expectation because deep learning model contains more parameters and
requires more time to train to get the results.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized into three chapters. In Chapter 2, we
will introduce more about the input images of this experiment, including
more detailed information of the SDSS dataset, the previous work, and how
to preprocess the input images. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the linear model
in detail, including the mathematical derivation, the experiments we did, as
well as the results. In Chapter 4, similarly, we will discuss the GAN model
in detail, focusing on the inner structures, the algorithm, and the results. In
Chapter 5, we will analyze and summarize the results we found, and discuss
some potential future work in this field.
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CHAPTER 2
SLOAN DIGITAL SKY SURVEY IMAGE
(SDSS)
2.1 Background of SDSS
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a five-year survey of the north-
ern sky (10,000 square degrees) captured by a dedicated 2.5-m f/5 modified
Ritchey-Chrétien altitude-azimuth telescope located in Apache Point, New
Mexico, and the raw data is processed by the data analysis pipeline at Fer-
milab [25]. The data was released for different versions within these years
[26, 27]. As we mentioned, the data is of dimension 2048× 2048× 5 (chan-
nels). After the survey, there will be a total of about 40 terabytes (TB) of
data, with about 25TB raw data and 13TB processed data. The processed
data is stored as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) files [28], which is
a standard astronomical data format endorsed by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) [29] and the International Astronomical
Union (IAU) [30]. The FITS file is used to store scientific data in different
dimensions, which is richer than JPG or PNG image formats. The SDSS
image dataset is public for astronomers, data scientists, as well as everyone
else. In order to access and manipulate the SDSS data, some researchers
designed SDSS SkyServer [31]. SDSS SkyServer supports the web server
interface, enables SDSS data query and data mining, and provides an effi-
cient and user-friendly environment for SDSS data to become public. For
example, Fig. 2.1 shows one of the visualization tools provided by the SDSS
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SkyServer. The web server interface provides a tool to transform a FITS file
to a beautiful image, with FITS file parameters and some useful functions
such as zooming and drawing. This powerful tool helps in both scientific re-
search and education. In addition, to enable access to a set of data, the SDSS
SkyServer also provides specific instructions for the well-organized data.
Figure 2.1: Screenshot of the visual tool from the SDSS SkyServer. The
figure is reproduced from http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr15/en/home.aspx/.
2.2 Previous Work
An increasing number of large scale astronomical surveys are capturing
large numbers of celestial objects with ever increasing precision. Accordingly,
for scientific research, image understanding becomes the key. Recently, more
and more researchers show their efforts in image understanding on the SDSS
image data [32]. Specifically, we found that it is essential to label different
astrophysical objects in the images. Traditionally, those objects are hand-
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labeled by astronomers and scientists. However, with the increase of the
amount and scale of data, the key issue is that we have a large amount of
unlabeled data. For example, there are unlabeled galaxies which need to
be classified in the Dark Energy Survey (DES) [33]. In addition, inevitable
human error is hard to detect and will cause problems in scientific research.
Also, due to the hardware or light conditions, the quality of the image will
be affected. As a result, many objects cannot be classified correctly and
are left uncertain. Furthermore, there are still some unknown objects in
the universe that cannot be classified. My coworkers Khan et al. addressed
this problem by deploying a deep neural network called Xception model [34].
Deep learning is well used in image processing and computer vision, and
the computation node is helpful to learn and understand the correlation and
structure of pixels in the image. In their research, they successfully classify
over 10,000 unlabeled DES galaxies into two classes—spiral and elliptical—
with state-of-art accuracy of 99.6%.
The pioneering work done by Khan et al. on galaxy catalogs using deep
learning algorithms lays a solid foundation for this thesis. In their paper,
they also test the model they trained on SDSS data. Specifically, they se-
lected the most recent dataset Date Release 7 (DR7) from SDSS. In addition,
in order to correctly cluster the galaxies, they chose a subset of SDSS images
by only keeping images with high certainties, i.e. > 98.5% confidence for
spiral galaxies and > 92.5% confidence for elliptical galaxies. The certainty
information is hand-labeled by several scientists. The reason to eliminate
low-certainty data is that low-certainty images commonly lack information
or contain too much noise. Thus, it is meaningless to cluster them for sci-
entific research or educational use. Then they preprocessed the image data
as the training samples. In this thesis, considering the different purposes
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of the project and different models, we adopted but slightly modified the
preprocessing method.
2.3 Preprocess
The first step after downloading the FITS file is to resize the images. The
main purpose of this thesis is to reconstruct the unknown or missing channels
from other known channels. As the results will serve astronomical research,
which focuses on galaxy but not empty sky in most cases, there is no need
to keep the original size of the image. Another reason for resizing is that
the machine learning models (both learning regression and deep learning)
take the images as input and process them with matrix multiplication or
convolution. If the dimensions of the image are too large, the computation
time could be extremely long. Therefore, we clipped the original images
to 128×128, with one galaxy centered in the middle of the image. The
second step is to remap a FITS data cube into an image file by mean-std
normalization. After that step, the pixel values are centered at 0, which
will be more efficient when we predict the channel for both linear and deep
learning methods. As we discussed before, only channels g, r, and i are kept,
and u and z channels are dropped. Specifically, we stacked g and i channels
as input image X, and left r channel as the real output image Y. Then we
put the images into input-output pairs. The images are saved as both PNG
(an image format) and NPY (a Python-supported package file format). The
sampled preprocessed images are shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of input and output channel pairs.
2.4 Train, Validation, Test Separation
In most machine learning algorithms, the data should be grouped as train-
ing, validation, and testing sets. The training dataset is used for learning and
adjusting the weights; the validation dataset is used for tuning the model hy-
perparameters, which avoids overfitting; the testing dataset is used for eval-
uating the accuracy and correctness of the model. We learn the model using
the training dataset, validate the model using validation dataset, and then
feed the testing dataset into the model using the optimized weights learned in
training and validation steps. The three datasets should come from a similar
data distribution so that the model can generalize the features and trends
within the distribution. Also, it is essential that the network cannot see the
testing data before the testing state. The reason is that the goal of machine
learning is to learn a mapping function for unknown data using some known
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data. The testing dataset plays the role of unknown data so that we can
examine the performance of the trained model.
In this thesis, the total number of images is 12,730. In order to train
a machine learning model, we split the data into train, validation, and test
sets in the ratio 80:10:10 by randomly shuffling the images. As a result, there
is a total of 10,184 input images paired with 10,184 real output channels as
training images. Similarly, there are 1273 image pairs each for validation and
testing sets. This is a common separation ratio of the dataset because in the
training stage, we need many iterations to go through the dataset, generating
a more general model for this dataset. The more training images, the more
accurate and powerful the model. Also, at the same time, we should have
a large enough validation and testing dataset to avoid dataset-dependent





As we mentioned, linear regression is one of the most commonly used
machine learning models. Machine learning problem can be classified as
supervised learning [35] and unsupervised learning [35]. Supervised machine
learning aims to learn a model for the relationship between two variables.
The idea is to use some known data to generalize the mapping function f(X)
between the two variables X and Y. Then we can use the model to make
a prediction about some new data. There are two main types of supervised
machine learning problems: classification and regression [36]. Classification
is to map the input variable X to a discrete variable Y, which is the class
label, for example, detecting whether an email is spam or not. Regression
is to map the input X to a continuous variable Y, which can be any value
in any type, for example, predicting a house price based on different factors.
In this thesis, we want to predict the pixel value for a channel of an image.
Thus, it is a regression problem. Unsupervised learning is when we only have
the input data f(X) but do not have output data f(Y). In this case, the
goal is to understand the underlying structure or distribution, for example,
clustering can assign unlabeled data to different groups.
In our research, the algorithm we choose is called linear regression, which
is to learn a mapping function f(X) by fitting a linear equation to observed
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data. The assumption is that the mapping function between input variable
X and output variable Y is linear, i.e., the output Y is a linear combination
of different features of input X. In our example, since the problem is to
calculate the value of a missing channel using other two channels, the output
pixel value could be a linear combination of two pixel values in the other two
channels.
Figure 3.1: Simple linear regression model. This figure is adapted from
https://sebastianraschka.com/faq/docs/closed-form-vs-gd.html.
As shown in equation Fig. 3.1, the goal of linear regression is to adjust
weights W to minimize the sum of squared error (SSE) of the vertical offset,
which is known as loss function. The optimal weight is expressed as W∗.
Combining Equations (1.1) and (1.2), first we can define the loss function








‖ ynjk − (w1 · x1njk + w2 · x2njk + w0) ‖2 (3.1)
The interpretation of the loss function is that for all the images in our
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training set, sum the vertical offset between the predicted output value and
the real output value for every pixel location (j, k). Then the linear regression
problem can be generalized to minimize the loss function J(W) as Equation










‖ ynjk − (w1 · x1njk + w2 · x2njk + w0) ‖2 (3.2)
There are two ways to solve this optimization problem: using an opti-
mized algorithm or analytically solving the parameters (closed form) [37].
Since machine learning problems commonly require optimization functions,
there are several different optimization algorithms, such as gradient descent,
stochastic gradient descent, Newton’s method, etc. [38, 39]. In this sec-
tion, we will mainly discuss the gradient descent method and the closed form
method, because they are most basic and most commonly used approaches.
3.1.1 Gradient Descent
Gradient descent is an iterative method to find the optimal weights W∗
to minimize the loss function J(W). In order to find the local minimum, for
every iteration, it takes a small step towards the negative direction of the
gradient of the loss function, which is called the training stage. As shown
in Fig. 3.2, the key idea is like climbing down a mountain. When the hiker
starts at a random height (start point) of a mountain (loss function) and
wants to go to the valley (local minimum), the most efficient way is to go one
step towards the steepest slope (gradient). Keep walking for a large amount
of steps (iterations), and finally the hiker will arrive in the valley.
Mathematically, the gradient can be expressed as:
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Then the update rule of weights is




where α is the step size, determining how much distance to go for each step.
The step size can be fixed or changed for different iterations. For example,
Fig. 3.2 shows that as the number of iteration increases, the step taken
becomes smaller. Decreasing the step size could help finding the minimum
because when we are very close to the local minimum, if we take a big step, we
might overshoot the target. As a result, we could fail to find the optimized
value by bouncing back over and over again. To summarize, the training
phase of gradient descent algorithm in this thesis is in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Gradient descent algorithm
1 initialize w0, w1, w2
2 for every iteration i do
3 calculate loss function J(W)
4 w0 = w0 − α∂J(W)∂w0
5 w1 = w1 − α∂J(W)∂w0
6 w2 = w2 − α∂J(W)∂w0
7 end
The outputs of the gradient descent are the weights which will optimize
the loss function. Then they should be used to predict unknown images,
which is called the testing stage of machine learning. There are also some
extensions of gradient descent such as stochastic gradient descent and mini-
batch gradient descent [40]. They are inherited from gradient descent with
minor changes. In stochastic gradient descent, for every iteration, instead
of updating weights for the whole training set, it updates the weights for
every training sample. Similarly, in mini-batch gradient descent, the weights
are updated for every small batch of the training set but not the whole. As
such, a stochastic factor is introduced into the gradient of each image sample
or mini-batch. For every iteration, the algorithm may not always go to the
steepest slope direction, so the path looks random and zig-zag. This method
can help us escape the local minimum or saddle point [41].
3.1.2 Closed Form
The closed form approach is totally different from gradient descent. It
applies mathematical knowledge such as linear algebra to solve the problem
analytically. Instead of treating every single pixel value as the smallest unit,
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like in Equation (3.2), this method uses vectorization to treat the whole
image in matrix form as the smallest unit, and the optimized solution can
also be solved in matrix or vector form.
Equation (3.2) can be rewritten in vector form
min
W
J(W) =‖ Y −XW ‖2 (3.5)
where J(W) is the loss function, X is the input matrix with dimensions
P × 3, W is the weight vector with dimensions 3 × 1, and Y is the real
output vector with dimensions P × 1 (P is total number of pixels in the




























According to calculus, the first order derivative is 0 at minimum value of
the function. Therefore, in order to solve Equation (3.5), we should first take
the derivative of the loss function J(W) with respect to the parameter W:
∂J(W)
∂W
= −2XTY + 2XTXW (3.7)
Then set the derivative to 0, and rearrange to get the optimized solution W∗:
W∗ = (XTX)−1XTY (3.8)
where XT is the transpose of the matrix, and X−1 is the inverse of the matrix.
The closed form method requires some data manipulations. First, we need
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to change the image into a vector, for example, changing a 128×128 image to
a 16384×1 vector. The same process is done by the two input channels. Then
we should concatenate them vertically. After that, we should add another
column of 1, which corresponds to the intercept term w0.
Compared with gradient descent, the biggest advantage of the closed form
method is that it requires no training process, which saves the time and avoids
choosing parameters such as iteration number and step size. Also, it is much
easier to understand and to implement, and the solution is guaranteed to be
the analytical optimal value. However, there are also some disadvantages to
this method. For example, it requires matrix manipulation (invert, transpose,
matrix multiplication). If the matrix size is very large, the computation time
could also be very long. In this research, we choose the closed form method
because it is the simplest.
3.2 Patch Linear Regression
The patch linear regression is based on the linear regression algorithm with
some modifications. Considering the spatial dependency, i.e., the neighbor
pixels can provide information for the current pixel, we use a small patch
of pixels as a unit to perform the linear regression. Specifically, in order to
predict pixel value of r channel at position (j, k), instead of using only pixel
value of g, i channels at position (j, k), we use an m × m patch of pixels
centered at position (j, k) to predict. Here, m is the size of the patch, and it
has to be an odd number. By intuition, the previous linear regression is the
base case when m = 1. In this thesis, we are going to test multiple choices
of m and compare the results of different patch sizes.
The implementation and methodology are similar to the ordinary linear
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regression. We also choose to use the closed form optimization method to
find the optimal weights W ∗ as shown in Equation (3.8). However, since
we change the size of the patch, the dimensions of the matrix change as
well. The biggest difference is the dimensions of the image. Since there is
no neighbor outside the boundary, we choose to ignore the boundary rows
and columns, only keep pixels from (m/2,m/2) to (128−m/2, 128−m/2).
Notice that m is an odd number, and m/2 takes the floor integer. As we can
see, the larger the patch size we choose, the smaller the output image we will
get. Specifically, the element-wise form of the new input matrix X now is:
X =

1 neighbor(x1m/2,m/2) . . . neighbor(x
2
m/2,m/2)












The dimensions of input matrix X become ((128−m+1)2, 1+2m2). Every
row is a constant 1 followed by all pixels in the patch centered at the current
position for both g and i channels. The number of rows is the new size of
the output image, which is (128−m+ 1)2.













The dimensions of weight W become (1+2m2, 1), which matches the column
of input matrix X.









The dimensions of output matrix Y are ((128−m+ 1)2, 1), which is the new
output size of the channel r.
The advantage of this patch linear regression is that it takes the locality
relevance into consideration when it makes the prediction, which will increase
the accuracy. However, if we choose a very large patch size, the output image
will be very small, so we will lose some information. Also, the dimensions of





Deep learning is a subbranch of machine learning which has been popular
in recent years. This technique is an extension and modification of a neural
network by making it more complex and deeper. It not only increases the
number of nodes in each layer or the number of layers in the network, but
also involves more complicated computation and adds more different types
of layers. As a result, it can perform more complicated tasks with non-linear
functions. In this chapter, we will introduce some relevant essential building
blocks or techniques of deep learning that are used in this thesis.
4.1.1 Convolutional Layer
The convolutional layer is the core building block of the convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), which is most commonly used in image processing.
Since the nearby pixels always have a correlation with each other, we use
a filter to analyze the effect of the neighbor pixels. Similarly to the patch
linear regression, for every pixel position, we apply a filter of size m × m
to generate the center pixel’s value. By sliding through the filter through
every pixel location of the image, we can get the output image. However,
unlike patch regression, this method does not unroll the image (2D matrix)
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to a linear vector, so the output image stores more information of the spatial
correlation.
4.1.2 Fully Connected Layer
The fully connected layer is the core building block of a traditional neural
network, which is also called a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Similar to the
linear model, this type of layer contains multiple layers of linear combination
by taking the output of the last layer as the input for the next layer. This
technique needs to reshape the image into a vector, then multiply by a weight
matrix to get the output vector. Unlike the convolution, where the node
value of the output layer only depends on a small region of pixels, in a fully
connected layer, every node in the output layer depends on all the nodes in
the previous layer.
4.1.3 Activation Function
The activation function is a key component in both traditional neural net-
work and deep neural networks. It helps to provide non-linearity in the
mapping function we are going to learn. This layer is often placed between
convolutional layers or fully connected layers. Some commonly used activa-
tion functions are sigmoid, rectified linear units (ReLU), tanh, etc. [42]. In
this thesis, we use ReLU and leaky ReLU (LReLU) for the activation func-
tion. As shown in Equation (4.1). ReLU is one of the most common and
powerful activation functions in a deep neural network. There are several
advantages of ReLU. It is very cheap to implement and it can provide spar-
sity to the network because all negative inputs will output 0. As a result,
the learning speed can be increased. LReLU is a modified version of ReLU.
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Equation (4.2) shows the difference between LReLU and ReLU. It solves the
“dying ReLU” problem by eliminating the zero gradients parts. Also, it will
increase the training speed.
ReLU(x) =

x if x ≥ 0




x if x ≥ 0
0.01x if x < 0
(4.2)
4.1.4 Dropout
Another important technique we use in this thesis is called dropout. Some-
times the network is so deep that the learned mapping function becomes more
complicated than the real mapping function. As a result, the training error
is low while the testing error is high. This problem is called overfitting. In
order to avoid overfitting and make sure the network will learn a more gen-
eral model for unknown dataset, in every iteration, we randomly drop some
nodes in the network when we perform the computation.
4.1.5 Batch Normalization
We also use the batch normalization technique in this thesis. Similar to the
normalization of the input images in the preprocess state, we also keep using
normalization for hidden layers inside the neural network. The reason is that
after the convolution and activation function, the output is unbounded and
no longer normalized. For example, after one activation function, the range
of w1 is (0,1), while the range of w2 becomes (0,1000). When the network
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performs gradient descent, the step in the w1 direction is 1000 times that in
the w2 direction, which is called covariance shift. Therefore, we choose to
rescale the value of pixels between 0 and 1, which will reduce the covariance
shift so that the training speed will increase.
4.2 Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
The network we select to use in out research is called the generative ad-
versarial network. The goal of a GAN is to map a probability distribution to
another probability distribution using a deep neural network. In GAN, there
are two main components—a generator G, and a discriminator D—and both
of them are neural networks. The two networks compete with each other.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4.1, the generator takes some latent images
(noise) as input and tries to generate a fake image that looks as real as pos-
sible. The discriminator takes the output of the generator and real images as
input and tries to tell if it is real or not. The generator is trained to generate
images which can fool the discriminator, while the discriminator is trained to
distinguish between the fake images and real images. After several iterations,
the output of the generator will become extremely close to the real output,
which cannot tell the difference between them. Therefore, the model can be
used to generate a large amount of images in the same style.
Mathematically, the GAN is also an optimization problem. First we define
the input image data as x, the latent space data as z, and the weights of the
network as θi. Then the network G(z, θ1) is the generator, and the network
D(x, θ2) is the discriminator. The output of the discriminator is a probabil-
ity that the input data is real. As we mentioned above, the discriminator is
going to figure out real and fake images, so the optimization problem is to
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maximize the probability D(x), and at the same time, minimize the proba-
bility D(G(z)). The generator is going to generate images that look as real
as possible, so it should maximize the probability D(G(z)). Therefore, this
competition situation is similar to a minimax problem of two players with
a value function V(G,D), shown in Equation (4.3) [43]. Notice that when
we solve this optimization problem, instead of using the raw probability, we





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x) [log(D(x))] + Ez∼pdata(z) [log((1−D(G(z)))]
(4.3)
This optimization problem can be solved using mini-batch gradient de-
scent. The update rule for generator is to descend in the gradient direction,
while the update rule for the discriminator is to ascend in the gradient di-
rection.
Then why do we choose GAN but not other deep learning models? First
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of all, GAN is a generative model, which is beneficial when we train a model
in a semi-supervised way or are missing some data. As in our problem,
the goal is to reconstruct the missing channels, so GAN can generate the
new image with known information. Also, compared with other generative
models such as variational autoencoders (VAE) [44], GAN will not introduce
deterministic bias so that the results of GAN will be clearer than the results of
VAE. Furthermore, GAN has been used in image processing, reconstruction,
and other applications in recent years, and it often leads to state-of-the-art
results [45].
4.3 Method Description
In Section 4.2, we introduced the general model and mathematical theory
behind it. In this section, we discuss the detailed network choice and specific
implementations in our research.
4.3.1 Pixel to Pixel Translation GAN
In our research, the idea is to map two input channels of an image to
another different channel. The contents are different but the semantics are
similar. This is a different task than traditional GAN, which just generates
some random looking images, so we should apply some modification on the
original GAN models. In 2017, Isola et al. developed a method which could
map input image to output image pixel-by-pixel using a GAN model, which
is called “pix2pix” [46]. As the authors mentioned in the paper, this model is
a general-purpose image-to-image translation; i.e., when dealing with a new
dataset, this network does not require many modifications on the network or
loss function. Therefore, in this research, we decide to use transfer learning
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of this network and apply on our SDSS image data.
4.3.2 Conditional GAN (cGAN)
Since the task is to make the input and output have a pair-to-pair relation-
ship, when we train the generator, the input is not only the latent image z,
but also the input image x. Then it learns a function which models a trans-
lation of the input image to fake the discriminator. Therefore, assuming y
is the output image, the loss function of conditional GAN LcGAN becomes:
LcGAN = Ex,y[log(D(x,y)] + Ex,z[log((1−D(x, G(x, z)))] (4.4)
Then the objective of the new model also changes. In the traditional
GAN, the objective is Equation (4.3), which only optimizes a minimax func-
tion. However, when we add the input image as the input of the generator,
we should add another component of the loss function, which is the tradi-
tional loss function L1 or L2. In the original paper, L1 loss is used since it
encourages less blurring, and the L1 loss is:
LL1(G) = Ex,y,z[‖ y −G(x, z) ‖1] (4.5)
We combine the two losses Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.5), and the





LcGAN(G,D) + λLL1(G) (4.6)
Then we can find the generator G which will generate the best result.
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4.3.3 U-Net
The base structure of the generator is called U-Net [47]. Essentially it is
an encoder and decoder architecture in Fig. 4.2. The architecture contains
mainly three parts: the contracting path, the bottleneck, and the expand-
ing path. The network takes the input images, and then performs several
downsampling operations to achieve a bottleneck. Then it passes some other
convolutional layers for the upsampling, resulting in a larger image as the
output. This network combines both localization and context information.
Also, it adds the skip connections in the encoder-decoder structure by con-
necting layers directly between mirrored layers from encoder and decoder. It
is proved that the skip connections could increase the quality of the output
images.
Figure 4.2: Architecture of U-Net. This figure is adapted from [48].
4.3.4 Markovian Discriminator (PatchGAN)
In image processing, we often talk about frequency, which is the rate of
change of intensity per pixel. High-frequency pixels often store information
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that changes rapidly such as the edge of the object, while low-frequency
pixels store smoother information such as the content of the object. In our
problem, in order to reconstruct the desired image channel, the network needs
to capture both high-frequency and low-frequency information correctly. In
the pix2pix network, the L1 loss is responsible for capturing low-frequency
structure, and the discriminator captures the high-frequency structures by
patchGAN.
Instead of classifying the whole image as real or fake, in patchGAN, the
discriminator changes the scale down to path. Therefore, it will classify an
N × N patch as real or fake, and those patches are convolutionally across
the image. The final output of the discriminator is the averaging of all the
patch responses.
4.3.5 Implementation
In this thesis, the input image size is 128× 128, so we choose the network
of the generator as U-Net-128. This network requires input image size of
128×128, and there are 7 downsampling process; each time the size is divided
by 2 so it will generate a bottleneck with size 1×1. Then it performs another 7
upsampling operations, getting the output result. The choice of discriminator
is a patchGAN network, with 3 convolutional layers, outputting a prediction
map in patch level. The optimizer we choose is Adam [49], which is an
advanced algorithm based on mini-batch gradient descent. The batch size
is 16. As we mentioned before, there are 10,184 training images. In each
epoch, the network will loop through all the images, grouping 16 images at
each time. We set total training epochs to 1000. The initial learning rate is
0.0002 with linear decay as epoch number increases. The patch size we use
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in patchGAN is 70× 70.
During the training process, we store the temporary parameters of the
generator and discriminator for every 5 epochs. Also, there will be one
random output image generated and stored for each epoch by assisting to
visualize the intermediate results. All of the training losses for every epoch
are stored in a log file.
After training, the final weights are stored. The testing process can be done
by feeding the testing images into the model using the pre-trained models.
Also, the result images will be visualized and stored in the disk. The losses
for testing images will also be stored in a log file.
4.4 Software and Hardware
This project is trained on NCSA’s Hybrid cluster, which contains powerful
GPUs—Nvidia Tesla P-100 and Nvidia Tesla V-100. Our code is borrowed
from [46]. All the codes are developed using Python programming language.






In this section, we show the results for two linear models including the
images, loss, as well as the training time. Then we will compare the results
and discuss the possible reasons for the differences.
5.1.1 Training Time
The training time of the linear model refers to the time to calculate the
weights using the closed form. We loop through all 10184 training images,
calculate the weights using the closed form equation for every image, and
then average all the weights to get the final weights W. We compare the
training time with different choices of patch size, as shown in Table 5.1
Table 5.1: Patch size vs. training time.





The trend shows that as we increase the patch size, the training time
increases correspondingly. The reason is that in the closed form method, we
need to calculate matrix multiplication, inverse of the matrix, and transpose
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of the matrix. As we increase the patch size, the dimensions of both matrix
X and W will increase. As a result, there will be more parameters in matrix
W we need to find. Calculating a larger matrix will consume more time than
a smaller matrix.
5.1.2 L1 Loss
The L1 loss refers to the average absolute difference between the real image
and output image for all pixels as shown in Equation (5.1). In the testing,
we choose L1 loss but not L2 loss because in GAN implementation we use L1
norm, and it is more convenient to compare the results of the linear model









‖ ynjk − (w1 · x1njk + w2 · x2njk + w0) ‖ (5.1)
Table 5.2 lists the L1 loss for different patch sizes. The trend shows that
as the patch size increases, the L1 loss decreases, which indicates that the
result should be more accurate. As we discussed before, applying patches
allows the model to learn the spatial correlation between pixels. The value
of the loss is around 300 - 400. Since our image size is 128 × 128, the error
of each pixel is only about 0.02, which is a reasonable result.
Table 5.2: Patch size vs. L1 loss.






Figure 5.1: Example results of linear regression model on SDSS data
channel reconstruction, compared to ground truth.
5.1.3 Reconstructed Images
Fig. 5.1 through Fig. 5.3 show the results of the reconstructed channel r
compared with the ground truth using patch linear regression with patch size
1, 3, and 11 respectively. We choose the same three images as the sample for
the three patch sizes in order to compare them directly. Also, the three test
images have different shapes, so the results will be more general to different
galaxies. Generally speaking, the overall reconstruction results look quite
similar to the ground truth for all the three images. The results successfully
support the low L1 loss.
In terms of the effect of the patch size, as we discussed in Section 5.1.2,
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Figure 5.2: Example results of patch linear regression with patch size 3 on
SDSS data channel reconstruction, compared to ground truth.
with the patch size increases, the L1 loss decreases. However, the resulting
images indicate that low L1 loss does not mean good quality of reconstruc-
tion. The image becomes more blurry and dimmer as we increase the patch
size. Since the L1 and L2 loss capture the low-frequency information, when
we use the bigger patch size to reduce the L1 loss, our patch based model
behaves like a low-pass filter. As a result, we lose some high-frequency infor-
mation, producing blurry images. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the
L1 loss and the image quality. In research involving linear regression model,
the parameters should be chosen carefully since it depends on the specific
situation such as the type of image or the purpose of the task.
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Figure 5.3: Example results of patch linear regression with patch size 11 on
SDSS data channel reconstruction, compared to ground truth.
5.2 Generative Adversarial Networks
In this section, we also show the results for GAN including the images,
loss, as well as the training time. Then we will compare the results of the
deep learning model with the results of the linear models.
5.2.1 Training Time
Deep neural network requires much longer time to train. The training
time highly depends on several components such as the network size, the size
of training set, the image size, the hardware, etc. As for our network, in
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the generator, there are 7 convolutional layers for downsampling path and
7 convolutional layers for upsampling path. In the discriminator, there are
3 convolutional layers. In addition there are some activation, batch normal-
ization operations, so it takes a very long time to train the network. As
we mentioned, there are total 10,184 training images, and the batch size we
choose is 16, so for each epoch, it goes through all the images by grouping
16 training images at a time. We trained the network for 1000 epochs on
Nvidia Tesla P-100. The time consumed for each epoch is about 200 s. The
total training task takes over 2 days.
Compared with linear models, which only take several seconds to get the
optimized parameters, GAN takes over 2 days. By intuition, the optimized
weights from GAN will be more faithful to the real mapping function.
5.2.2 L1 Loss
Similarly, we also calculate the average L1 loss for the testing images using
Equation (5.1). The average L1 loss of the GAN we trained is 15.29. In
contrast to the linear models, the L1 loss of GAN improved by 30 - 40 times.
The results are closer to the real images than the linear regression model
since the linear model can only estimate the mapping function f(X) using a
linear function. In fact, the mapping function is a non-linear function, and
GAN models the mapping function more accurately because it contains more
parameters in optimized weights W∗.
5.2.3 Images of Different Epochs
During the training process, we stored the temporary results including the
weights and output images for each iteration. The temporary results can
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provide a trend of the training behavior, for example, if there is a huge error
in the implementation, or if the output image quality stops changing or even
becomes worse. We can figure out those problems on time so that we can
make changes based on the problems. Fig. 5.4 shows stored temporary results
during training at different epochs. It is clear that as the training epoch
increases, the network can generate better outputs. At the first epoch, it
can only learn the center galaxy, with some obvious noise in the background.
At epoch 200, the center shape of the galaxy still cannot be reconstructed
accurately, and the difference between the fake output and the ground truth
can still be distinguished by human eyes. At epoch 700, the network can
learn some stars outside the main galaxy, and it still continues to learn the
asteroids around the galaxy. At epoch 1000, the fake output is very similar to
the ground truth, including the center galaxy as well as the asteroids around
it. Looking closely, we can still tell the difference between the real and fake.
However, in this research, we treat this minor difference within the tolerance
interval.
5.2.4 Reconstructed Images
In Section 5.2.3, we found that the training results are of good quality. Now
we examine the testing results in Fig. 5.5. We split the results based on the
type of galaxy: elliptical or spiral. Compared with the ground truth image,
the reconstructed quality is high: the overall shape, the brightest galaxy,
as well as the asteroids around it can be reconstructed correctly for both
classes. In addition, there is no big difference between the testing results and
the training results (Fig. 5.4), which means that the model does not overfit.
Furthermore, comparing the results of GAN with the linear models, the
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Figure 5.4: Stored results of GAN model on SDSS data channel
reconstruction at Epoch 1, 200, 700, and 1000.
two models can both perform well on the overall shapes. However, the GAN
model generates better output with respect to the detailed information. The
results match our expectation. First, the mapping function f(X) is not
a simple linear function. The linear regression can only model the linear
combination of the other two channels, which is only a rough approximation
of the mapping function. In contrast, the deep learning model adopts U-Net
as the base net, which can map different types of functions.
Then for the two classes, we notice that overall the elliptical galaxies are
structurally simpler than spiral galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are mostly round
with a very bright center. Spiral galaxies often have extra asteroids around
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the main galaxy, and because of the wavelength of the camera channel, the
density varies from channel to channel. That is also the most challenging
part to reconstruct the images. By looking carefully at the spiral galaxies,
we can tell that although the general shape is reconstructed, there are still
some detailed differences between the fake image and the ground truth, for
example, the boundary and the density of the asteroids.
(a) Elliptical galaxies. (b) Spiral galaxies.
Figure 5.5: Examples of reconstructed images, along with the input image
and ground truth. (a) Reconstructed results for SDSS elliptical galaxies.
(b) Reconstructed results for SDSS spiral galaxies.
5.2.5 Negative Samples
We also show some unsuccessful results in the testing stage in Fig. 5.6.
There are multiple possible reasons for these negative samples. For example,
the example in the first row indicates that our model generates the result
with more errors when the object is near the edge of the image. The reason
could be the lack of this kind of sample because most of the images we use
in the training stage have the object (galaxy) in the center of the image.
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The second example indicates that when the image channel contains a lot of
noise, the model can generate some errors. This is because most of the errors
are random and unordered, so the reconstruction quality will be affected. For
the third example, the error may be caused by the training process because
the galaxy is more complicated than in other images. To deal with it, we
could try to fix this by adjusting the training parameters or adding more
images.




As we discussed before, linear regression is the simplest model for our
problem, while GAN is one of the hardest models. It is important for us
to find an optimal solution. If the model is too simple, we could increment
the complexity by adding more layers in the network. On the other hand, if
the model is too complex, we could try to reduce the order of the mapping
function by removing some layers in the network. We notice that in our case,
the linear model can also successfully generate the descent results, which
means that the mapping function f(X) is relatively simple and similar to the
linear function. Therefore, for this thesis, the GAN model is more suitable





In Chapter 1, we introduced the SDSS which is creating a detailed three-
dimensional maps of the universe and is a valuable resource for both scientific
research and astronomy education. However, there are some missing or noisy
channels in the SDSS image data. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to
use machine learning techniques to reconstruct the missing channel. Mathe-
matically, we want to estimate a mapping function f(X) which predicts the
value for the missing channels by using other channels’ information. Two
different methods are introduced as as tentative approaches. In Chapter 2,
it is shown that before implementing the experiment, we get some theoret-
ical support from previous work. Also, in order to accurately reconstruct
the data, some preprocessing should be done before the computation. In
Chapter 3, we demonstrate the specific implementation of the linear model,
including the linear regression and the patch based linear regression. We
decide to use closed form to solve the optimization problem. In Chapter 4,
the deep learning approach is introduced as the background to the detailed
implementation in our research. We choose GAN model with U-Net as the
base net to generate the reconstructed images. In Chapter 5, the results of
different methods are examined. Specifically, we focus on the L1 loss and
the visual quality of the output images as our metric. It is shown that for
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both machine learning methods, most results have low L1 loss, and the re-
constructed results are satisfactory. By comparing the results for the two
methods, we find that the L1 loss of the linear model is larger than the L1
loss of the GAN model. Also, the output images of the GAN model look
better than those of the linear model. We conclude that this is because the
mapping function f(X) is not a linear function since the linear regression
model is just a linear approximation of the mapping function. However, it is
similar to a linear function as the error of the linear model is also relatively
small. Furthermore, the results will be affected by other factors. For exam-
ple, in patch based linear regression model, if the path size is too large, the
image becomes blurry. Also, the results vary with different galaxy type and
quality of the training image.
6.2 Future Work
Although this research yields satisfactory results for channel construction,
there are still some areas where we could dig deeper.
6.2.1 Other Modifications on GAN
First of all, as we discussed in the last chapter, there are a few poor results
of the GAN method, which may be caused by the training parameters, the
base net, or the dataset. Therefore, our result can be set as a baseline,
and then some modifications could be applied based on the settings in our
research. For example, we could train for more epochs, change the base net
to ResNet [50], or enlarge the dataset.
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6.2.2 Random Channel Reconstruction
In this research, we only reconstruct the channel r based on channel i and
channel g. Since channel r is the middle one, the information is easier to
store. The next step we could implement is that given any two of the three
channels, the network can successfully reconstruct the missing one. This
problem becomes harder since it entails some uncertainties. In this new con-
figuration, the linear model is not a good choice and we should use deep
learning. The most intuitive approach is to train three different deep neural
networks for three different combinations—knowing i, r to predict g, knowing
i, g to predict r, and knowing g, r to predict i. However, this approach re-
quires redundant work and is time-consuming. The more optimized method
is to build a single deep neural network which takes two random channels,
learns to analyze by itself, and then outputs the reconstructed missing chan-
nel. Also, since galaxy images share some features, we could try to train
a more general model which can also reconstruct channels for other galaxy
datasets such as the DES data.
6.2.3 Edge Channel Reconstruction
Another experiment we could do is to involve more channels. In our re-
search, because the two edge channels u and z are too noisy and do not
contain much information, we drop the two channels in our experiments.
Further related research could be done involving them because there might
be some unique information only contained in the specific wavelength, which
can only be captured by the two channels. Now we do not have enough
ground truth images for the u and z channels. However, as the SDSS survey
continues, it will be possible to get enough data for the u and z channels.
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